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By Mike Nuyens

Twenty years ago the government
of the day—under the leader-
ship of Social Credit’s Bill Vander

Zalm—decided that it was in the best
interest of the tax payers of British
Columbia to privatize the services of
road and bridge maintenance across
the province.

September 20, 1988 marked the day
that maintenance services in the
Victoria area were privatized, this being
the first area in the province to go
from publicly maintained roads to
private-for-profit services. The rest of
the province soon followed.

Fast forward to September 2008,
where we are at the Union of B.C.

Municipalities meeting in
Penticton. Ahead of this
important gathering, some
39 municipal councils have
already adopted and put
forward a resolution calling
on the government of B.C.
to audit road and bridge
maintenance more closely.

And the UBCM—the highest
decision-making body for
local governments in B.C.—is now
the 40th group to express concern.

What does this all mean? Well could it
be that the municipalities around the
province are concerned with the way
our roads and bridges are being
maintained. Or is it that municipal

Highways privatization: 20 years
later, and we’re not better off

councils may be concerned
the standards for which the
roads and bridges are not
being met? Or could it be
that $30 million was cut
from maintenance budgets,
which has resulted in the
workforce being cut in half
from 1988?

Clearly, our You Be the
Judge effort has shown the

shortcomings of maintenance
services under the privatized model
which allows private contractors to be
self-governing and self-regulating.  It’s
like the fox watching out over the
chicken house—it just won’t work.

• Nuyens is Component 10 chair

The Union of B.C. Municipalities
became the 40th local
government body to endorse
the call for tougher enforcement
of highways maintenance
standards by the B.C.
government to ensure that
contractors meet their
obligations.  Passage of this
resolution by a group as
important as the UBCM shows
just how deep public concern is
about the state of highways
maintenance. The resolution, B-
113, was submitted by
Greenwood, Golden and Trail.

UBCM MEETING: BCGEU was on hand in Penticton at September’s UBCM meeting to thank muncipal
politicians for their support of our You be the Judge campaign. From left are Kelly McDonald, Local
1006; Mike Prystae, Local 1009; Reg Dyer, Local 1002; and Local 1010’s John Cantlon.

NUYENSNUYENSNUYENSNUYENSNUYENS

UBCM backsUBCM backsUBCM backsUBCM backsUBCM backs
tougher standardstougher standardstougher standardstougher standardstougher standards
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By Dave Cummings
I was recently asked to compare the
provincial AirCare program to the
carbon tax.

The carbon tax
does nothing to
solve the
problem of
“climate
change” in our
province. The
key word in
carbon tax is
“tax.” It does
nothing to
clean up the environment.

The carbon tax impacts everything in
the economy.  Everything at some
point travels in a train, truck, plane,
etc.  It makes everything we buy
more expensive and has a serious
impact on low income earners.

A poll of BCGEU
Component 10
highways workers
shows that they are
deeply concerned
about declining
road maintenance
standards.  And that
should be a wake
up call for Victoria
and private maintenance contractors
that change is urgently needed.

The snapshot of opinion from the
front lines of B.C.’s highways system
finds that almost seven in 10 workers
are frustrated because not enough
resources are being allocated to
properly maintain our highway
infrastructure.

Meanwhile, six in 10 say private
contractors aren’t meeting standards
which are set and supposedly enforced
by the government.  Another  11 per
cent believe those standards are met
only some of the time.

More than 70 per
cent agree the
situation is so bad
that the upkeep of
provincial roads and
bridges should be
brought back into
the public sector.

Maintenance
services were first privatized by
Victoria in 1988.

The late-June telephone poll of 200
workers has an error margin of +/- 6.6
per cent, nineteen times out of 20.

In terms of satisfaction with the
union, about 70 per cent of
component 10 members gave
BCGEU a positive rating, and were
generally pleased about the outcome
of the last round of bargaining.

They are also worried about job
security issues around the loss of
successorship in the next round of
maintenance contract tendering.

Members concerned—pollMembers concerned—pollMembers concerned—pollMembers concerned—pollMembers concerned—poll

70%
Of BCGEU highways members
want maintenance services
back in the public sector.

It also discriminates against rural
British Columbians who have to
travel long distances to access
medical care, shop for goods and
services etc.

It enables greedy transportation
companies to add to their bottom
line by imposing a “fuel surcharge”
which goes up but never goes
down when the price of fuel does.

On the other hand, the AirCare
program requires the majority of
B.C.’s  motorists who live in the
Lower Mainland between Lions Bay
and Hope to have their vehicles
inspected yearly or every two years
depending on the age of their
vehicles.

The owners of the vehicles are
required to pay for the inspection.
The program is legislated to be

CCCCComparomparomparomparomparing Aing Aing Aing Aing AirCirCirCirCirCararararare te te te te to Co Co Co Co Campbellampbellampbellampbellampbell’’’’’s carbon taxs carbon taxs carbon taxs carbon taxs carbon tax

revenue neutral and in fact the price
for inspections has been decreasing.

The AirCare program forces people
to maintain their vehicles and
ensures that the vehicles that fail
tests are either repaired or taken off
the road.

The fail rate is in the area of 15 per
cent of the roughly 600,000 tests
performed per year.

Carbon tax or AirCare, you be the
judge.

• Cummings is 2nd vice for Local
1003, and an AirCare employee.

SHOP STEWARD: Meet Amrit Gill who is a shop
steward at the East Vancouver AirCare
station.

CUMMINGSCUMMINGSCUMMINGSCUMMINGSCUMMINGS

In memorium
Our thoughts and condolences
go out to the family and friends
of the following BCGEU
Component 10 members who
have died recently:

Vern Fast, Local 1006
David Garrett, Local 1006
Fred Earl Jr, Local 1005
Allan Daniel Lorette, Local
1005
Kevin Carlson Local 1009
Donna Wilsher Local 1003
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By Keith Jansons

On Sept 23 and 24, BCGEU
president Darryl Walker led
many members to donate

blood to the Canadian Blood Service
(CBS) in Kelowna on behalf of
Brother Chris Parish.

Parish is an employee of Argo Road
Maintenance South Okanagan Inc.
who works on the  Penticton road
crew.

He has been diagnosed with a bone
marrow stem cell disorder called
myelodysplastic syndrome. He

BCGEU members donate blood to support a co-worker

THE GIFT OF LIFE
requires ongoing
blood transfusions
until he undergoes a
stem cell transplant
from his younger
brother Mike.

Here in the
Okanagan, our Local
1007 challenges all
BCGEU members, and all workers
across B.C. to donate blood to the
CBS to support Brother Parish and the
many British Columbians who are in
need of blood transfusions.

Donating blood is all
about saving lives,
and the life you save
could be a relative,
co-worker, friend,
maybe even yourself.

As the saying goes,
“Blood, it’s in you to
give!”

 • Jansons is Local 1007 bargaining
chairperson for Service Area 8.  To
find out how to donate, phone the
Canadian BloodService, 1-888-2-
DONATE, or www.bloodservices.ca.

“We challenge all
workers across B.C.
to donate blood to
support Brother
Parish”

MEANS A LOT: The
blood donor drive
launched by his
friends, colleagues
and union means a lot
to heavy equipment
operator Chris Parish.
Parish, picured here
with his wife Marlene,
is fighting a bone
marrow disorder and
requires frequent
blood tranfusions to
stay alive.

TO MARK THE 20th anniversary since
the B.C. government first privatized
highways maintenance on Sept. 19,
BCGEU has engaged an independent
firm of financial professionals to
conduct a comprehensive and ,
independent review of B.C.’s
highway privatization model.

“There’s growing public concern
about the worsening state of our

BCGEU study puts highways privatization under microscopeBCGEU study puts highways privatization under microscopeBCGEU study puts highways privatization under microscopeBCGEU study puts highways privatization under microscopeBCGEU study puts highways privatization under microscope
provincial highways and
bridges,” says BCGEU
president Darryl Walker.

“So we’ve decided to
undertake our own
objective analysis relying
on outside experts to
conduct a review of a
wide range of critical
issues.”

These include
determining whether
privatization has saved
money or cost taxpayers
more.

The study will be overseen
by respected forensic
accountant Ron Parks.and
is expected to be finished
early next spring.WALKERWALKERWALKERWALKERWALKER
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By Dan Baker

IT SEEMS LIKE A common trend that
some employers around the
province are

dragging their feet and
trying their best to
change language
negotiated and agreed
to in bargaining.

This is resulting in some
collective agreements
not being signed off
and forwarded to the
printers for production.

We appreciate the
memberships’ patience
with this matter.

We want to reassure the membership
that just as soon as those employers

MEET GERMEET GERMEET GERMEET GERMEET GERALD KIRBALD KIRBALD KIRBALD KIRBALD KIRBYYYYY: : : : : This past summer, machine operator Gerald Kirby from Interior Roads Ltd.
in Tatla Lake, pictured at right, meets with Kelly McDonald, standing at left, chairperson of
BCGEU local 1006.

By Kevin Staneland
Over the last several months,
something I’ve noticed is that
quantified work appears to be the
only thing on employers’ minds.

Quantified work is work that  private
contractor get paid extra for doing. I
have nothing against these contractors
making a profit. But at what cost to
the tax paying traveling public do
they pursue this quantified work?

The management of these companies,
one would think, must be under a
certain amount of pressure to impress
their share holders.

So naturally they want to bring in as
much cash flow for  the company to
keep themselves in favour with these
share holders.

I mean you can’t really blame them
for doing this as we can just as well
assume the outcome should they fall
out of favour with these same share
holders.

But who is there standing up for the
stakeholders in this province, which
includes every British Columbian?

As tax payers, we see the diminishing
state of our highways, roads and
bridges. When fuel prices are
skyrocketing why is it that little
routine work is getting done?

Is it because these contractors are
self monitoring? Or is it because the
provincial government is so
unconcerned about the travelling
public that they continue to ignore
the problems  that have left our
industry in decline since 1988.

Perhaps a future government will see
to it that our tax dollars are better
spent and try and keep them out of
the of the profiteers’ pockets and
bring this industry back from the dark
road it has been on for far to long.
• Staneland is chair of Local 1008

WhaWhaWhaWhaWhattttt’’’’’s with thiss with thiss with thiss with thiss with this
quantified workquantified workquantified workquantified workquantified work
thing?thing?thing?thing?thing?

stop their dickering around and just
sign off on what they had agreed to
at the bargaining table the sooner we

can all get our booklets
and move on.

This however may take
the assistance of
respected arbitrator
Vince Ready, and the
BCGEU is looking into
that possibility.

So for those service
areas still waiting for
their collective
agreement booklets the
wheels are turning on

this so your patience is most
appreciated.

• Baker is chairperson of Local 1012

Employer seems to stall
collective agreements

Signing on the dotted line?

Five of the 26
contracts reached for
BCGEU members have
been signed and
posted on the web.
Go to our contract
database:
www.bcgeu.ca/
collectiveagreements

SO FAR...
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By Kevin Staneland
WE MUST HOLD this government
accountable for the present state of
our highways, roads and bridges. We
have seen cuts throughout the
industry while profits are on the rise
for the private contractors holding
contracts for the maintenance of these
roads and bridges.

By concentrating on quantified work,
and allowing contractors to bid on
private work while being under
contract to maintain our highways,
roads and bridges, B.C. tax payers
just aren’t getting their monies worth.

In the last round of the current 10
year contracts Victoria put up for
tender, our union put together a bid
on one of the contract areas.

Although at first we received the
okay to proceed in the process, at the
eleventh hour we were told that our
bid would be declined because of a
perceived conflict of interest because
much of the startup money for the
company would come from BCGEU.

If this were so then surely it’s a
conflict of interest to allow majority
shareholders of our employers—the
existing private contractors—to lead
the management teams of these
companies that have the shareholders
interest in mind before the interest of
the tax paying, traveling public?

Is it not a conflict of interest to allow
these same contractors to monitor
the work they perform?

Is it not a conflict of interest to allow
them to determine what work gets
priority—for example going after
work they get paid extra for such as
quantified work?

Was the real factor for not allowing
our bid because they did not want to
allow us to prove that we could do a
better job of maintaining our
provincial highways, roads and
bridges?

Speaking of….
Here’s a rib-tickler from last June’s
BCGEU conference, as recited at
the microphone.
“I am at the limit of what I can do,
even though I have done
nothing.” Who uttered those
words? None other than a B.C.
Liberal cabinet minister.

THERE’S ANOTHERE’S ANOTHERE’S ANOTHERE’S ANOTHERE’S ANOTHER THER THER THER THER WWWWWAAAAAY Y Y Y Y TTTTTO LO LO LO LO LOOKOOKOOKOOKOOK
AAAAAT CT CT CT CT CONFLICT OF INTERESTONFLICT OF INTERESTONFLICT OF INTERESTONFLICT OF INTERESTONFLICT OF INTEREST

In the very least, this industry needs
funding levels and employee
numbers restored.

And we need a tougher government
monitoring system in place to make
sure that all work is being done in a
timely manner.

The tax paying public deserves no
less.
• Staneland is chair of Local 1008

TRTRTRTRTRANSPORANSPORANSPORANSPORANSPORTTTTTAAAAATION CRITIC: CTION CRITIC: CTION CRITIC: CTION CRITIC: CTION CRITIC: Componenomponenomponenomponenomponent 10 act 10 act 10 act 10 act 10 activists met with NDP trtivists met with NDP trtivists met with NDP trtivists met with NDP trtivists met with NDP transporansporansporansporansportatatatatation critic Mtion critic Mtion critic Mtion critic Mtion critic Maurauraurauraureeneeneeneeneen
KKKKKarararararagianis aagianis aagianis aagianis aagianis at the UBCM meeting in Pt the UBCM meeting in Pt the UBCM meeting in Pt the UBCM meeting in Pt the UBCM meeting in Penenenenenticticticticticttttton in laon in laon in laon in laon in lattttte Se Se Se Se Septepteptepteptemberemberemberemberember.  F.  F.  F.  F.  Frrrrrom lefom lefom lefom lefom lefttttt, K, K, K, K, Kelly McDelly McDelly McDelly McDelly McDonaldonaldonaldonaldonald,,,,,
LLLLLocococococal 1006; Reg Dal 1006; Reg Dal 1006; Reg Dal 1006; Reg Dal 1006; Reg Dyyyyyererererer, L, L, L, L, Locococococal 1002; the NDPal 1002; the NDPal 1002; the NDPal 1002; the NDPal 1002; the NDP’’’’’s Ks Ks Ks Ks Karararararagianis; and Mikagianis; and Mikagianis; and Mikagianis; and Mikagianis; and Mike Pe Pe Pe Pe Prrrrrystae frystae frystae frystae frystae from Lom Lom Lom Lom Locococococal 1009.al 1009.al 1009.al 1009.al 1009.

UCS/CALM
Peter Pan’s pal Tinkerbell was
arrested in a demonstration outside
Disneyland in California this summer.
Cinderella, Snow White and several
other popular fairytale figures were
rounded up as well.

The Disney characters were
costumed union members fighting
for a fair contract at three nearby
Disney-owned hotels. Some 2,300

maids, bell hops, cooks and dish-
washers were working under an
expired contract.

In all, Tink and 31 others were
handcuffed, frisked and forced into
two police vans at the end of an hour-
long march as their fellow hotel
workers cheered them on. They were
cited for a series of misdemeanors
and released pending court
appearances.

Tinkerbell busted at protest
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BCGEU member
chronicles
history of
privatization
BCGEU member Rory Smith has
prepared a comprehensive report
documenting key developments over
the last 20 years since the Vander
Zalm government first privatized
highways maintenance in 1988.

Smith—a 17-year veteran of the
industry with Emil Anderson—covers
all the bases with his thoughtful
summary,  from the initial goals of
privatization to our You be the Judge
campaign.

Smith’s big worry is the tidal wave of
retirements and the loss of critical
skills and knowledge that’s getting
set to sweep over the industry.  That,
he says, will create a real recruitment
and retention crisis for the industry.

He wonders where the workers of
tomorrow will come from. “Most
people don’t know that contractors
no longer train or educate their
employees anymore,” Smith warns.

To read Smith’s compilation go to the
BCGEU website: www.bcgeu.ca/
C10_Operational_Services

By Dan Baker
Our pension plan, like all pension
plans, faces challenges as the global
credit crisis continues to negatively
affect financial markets worldwide.

Markets are extremely volatile and
down sharply in September and
continue to underperform in October.

Unfortunately, values continue to
drop because of the uncertainty in
global markets. August’s one month
return for the main fund was actually
+0.59 per cent.  But the one year
(Aug to Aug) rate of return is -5.50
per cent.

Predictions are September’s numbers
will also show negative returns. The
Immunization Fund is holding steady
at 0.29 per cent this month resulting
in a 4.29 per cent one year return.

We, the trustees of our pension plan,
are watching the markets closely and
consulting with money managers
and investment firms to try to
minimize the impacts. The consensus
we all agree on is to stay the coarse.

“Market timing” has been proven to be
very unsuccessful and is a high risk.

Markets have always fluctuated,
sometimes drastically like the last
several months, causing sharp losses
at times.  They usually rebound with
sharp increases. We anxiously look
forward to some market stability and
the anticipated gains.

Take lots of time to plan and prepare
yourself for retirement. This could
make the difference between a
successful or a disastrous retirement.
Be sure to collect all available
information including the retirement
information booklet developed by
BCGEU’s pension plan.

Remember, there are many aspects
to retirement planning. Everyone
thinks about the financial end but
often not the social and mental
aspects of the change.

You will be planning a long, exciting
journey in your life. We encourage
you to plan successfully so it will be a
smooth transition leading to a
comfortable enjoyable retirement.

So hang in there all and lets ride this
one out and get back on track.
•Baker is a BCGEU Pension Plan trustee

BCGEU PENSION PLAN GOES THE
DISTANCE WITH CAPITAL MARKETS!

BLOOD DONOR: Component 10 member DanBLOOD DONOR: Component 10 member DanBLOOD DONOR: Component 10 member DanBLOOD DONOR: Component 10 member DanBLOOD DONOR: Component 10 member Dan
Baker was one of many unionists whoBaker was one of many unionists whoBaker was one of many unionists whoBaker was one of many unionists whoBaker was one of many unionists who
donated blood in Kelowna in September todonated blood in Kelowna in September todonated blood in Kelowna in September todonated blood in Kelowna in September todonated blood in Kelowna in September to
support his fellow BCGEU member Chrissupport his fellow BCGEU member Chrissupport his fellow BCGEU member Chrissupport his fellow BCGEU member Chrissupport his fellow BCGEU member Chris
Parish.Parish.Parish.Parish.Parish.
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